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TECHNICAL NOTE BY HM RAILWAY INSPECTORATE 
GUIDELINES ON THE APPLICATION OF THE HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT 1974 

TO MINIATURE RAILWAYS. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.   Miniature Railways (MR) are those passenger carrying railways below  
350mm gauge which do not come under the jurisdiction of HM  
Railway Inspectorate (HMRI). They are generally provided for  
entertainment, or as a means of demonstrating model engineering skills  
rather than a means of transport between two or more distinct  
locations. Some MRs are statutory railways, ie those construction  
and working is authorised by a private Act of Parliament or by an order 
under the Light Railways Act 1896, eg the Wells & Walsingham Railway. (In  
future such orders would be made under the Transport and Work Act 1992).  
Such statutory railways are inspected by HMRI. 
 
 

OBJECT OF THIS TECHNICAL NOTE 
 

2.  MRs are outside the scope of the Department of Transport’s Railway 
Construction and Operation Requirements, but HMRI has prepared this 
Technical Note for two purposes: 
 

(i) to assist Factory Inspectors or Local Authority Inspectors who 
have occasion to visit MRs, 
 

(ii) to provide informal advice to intending operators of MRs. 
 

The Technical Note offers guidance on the different types of equipment, 
materials and operational practises likely to be found on the various MRs 
and suggestions on safety measures to be incorporated in to a layout. 
Where HMRI considers that certain minimum standards are necessary for the 
safe and efficient running of an MR, it has to be said so, but comments about 
dimensions and clearances will, of course, need to be read in the context 
of the size of the MR under consideration, This note should not be quoted 
as a formal “Requirement” of HMRI. 
 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF MINIATURE RAILWAYS 
 

2  MRs vary from very simple temporary straight line or loop railways, often 
used at school fetes etc to complex permanent club layouts which are signalled, 
often with track circuits and facing point locks, and in that sense are as 
complex as a standard gauge railway. Commercial layouts can also vary from 
simple one man/one train operations in a “circle round the park” to fairly  
complex layouts in which several trains are in operation at any one time over a 
mile or more of track. 
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3. The smaller MRs can be mounted on raised tracks, eg concrete plinths for 
permanent layouts and steel trestles for temporary ones. Ground level layouts 
can either be permanent fully ballasted layouts or temporary, laid on a firm 
level surface. 
 
4. MRs tend to be constructed in one of 8 gauges: 
 

a) 2½”} – sit-astride types, straight lines – out and back – or in 
b) 3½”} – simple loops, (the use of sit-astride wagons with footboards 

below rail level when mounted on trestles, usually precludes the use 
of points), used by clubs rather than commercially. 
 

c) 5” – sit-astride, usually mounted on trestles (although some club layouts 
are on the ground) straight lines or simple loops, used by 
clubs rather than commercially. 
 

d) 7¼” – track usually laid on ground although it can be raised, 
carriages either of sit-astride type, or open trucks with seats, 
occasionally fitted with awnings, lines can be simple or complex, 
portable or fixed. This is the smallest size practicable for a 
fully commercial line. It is understood that there are some 120 
permanent layouts (club and commercial) of this gauge which carry 
the public. 
 

e) 9”      } – track permanently on ground, simple or complex layouts, 
f) 9½”   } – carriages truck type or “toastrack” normally with single 
g) 10¼” } – seats across, although some railways use 2’ 6” or even 3’  

wide carriages with 2 seats across. There are some eight 9 or 9½”  
gauge layouts and fifty 10¼” layouts;  
 

h) 12” – as 10¼”, but more readily able to take 3’ carriages with 2 
seats across safely. There are some 6 layouts of this gauge. 

 
5.  Railway vehicles should only run on track of the correct gauge. It is 
possible to obtain vehicles with a marginally different gauge, eg 4¾” and 
7½”. These should not be used on 5” and 7¼” tracks. 
 
HMRI COMMENTS ON THE DESCRIPTION 
 
6.  HMRI would recommend that 2½” and 3½” gauge locomotives should only be 
used on multi-gauge track, ie with the locomotive on the narrow gauge and the 
driving truck and the passenger carrying vehicles on a 7¼” gauge track (or 5” 
on a raised track) in order to provide better stability for the passenger 
vehicles; see below: - 
 
 

    

3½”   5” 7¼”  
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With such an arrangement, it follows that the size (or weight) of the track 
must be at least the minimum for the largest of the mixed gauges – in the above 
example, 7¼”. On multi-gauge tracks HMRI recommend that the common rail of the  
two largest gauges be laid on the inside of the circuit, so flange forces and 
rail wear are divided between the two outer rails. 
 
7.  5” and smaller gauges should not be used for commercial ground level 
operation, as the vehicles with passengers on board tend to have high centres 
of gravity and can be unstable. 7¼” is therefore the minimum gauge for single 
row seated ground level passenger cars without additional provision to prevent 
rolling. 
 
 
POINTS TO CONSIDER WHEN INSPECTING A MINIATURE RAILWAY 
 
8.1      Track (Ground Level) – This should be well laid on sharp ballast, 

particularly in the smaller scales, avoiding strained or dipped joints. 
It should have an accurate line and be level with adequate transitions. 
Well drained ballast is an essential to help preserve the hidden timber. 
Track should be inspected before every running session, particularly 
where vandalism is a problem. 

 
8.1.1   Rail Weight  The weight of rail to be used must be appropriate for the 

weight (ie axle loading) and speed of the trains, bearing in mind that 
the axle loading of the riding vehicles is likely to be greater than that 
of the locomotives in the smaller scales. If a mixture of locomotive types 
and rolling stock is used, the track should be suited to the 
longest and the heaviest. HMRI recommends the use of flat-bottomed rail 
as it is strong, resistant to the forces imposed by a train and is easy 
to fix to the sleepers. Rails are made of steel or aluminium alloy 
(commonly grade 6082T6). Whatever type or material is used, the rail 
must be of sufficient strength and fit for the purpose for the loads 
carried. 
 

8.1.2   The following is a broad guide to the size of sleepers and size or weight 
of rail to be used and quotes the recommendations of a number of 
manufacturers. The size of steel rails is referred to in pounds per 
linear yard (lbs/yd), although metric equivalents are becoming available, 
size expressed in kilograms per metre (kgs/m). The size of alloy rail is 
expressed in the actual dimensions of Height, Base and Head, rather than 
weight. In most cases, two rail sizes are shown for each gauge; the one 
to use would depend on the size and axle weight of the locomotives and 
rolling stock. On the smaller MRs, it is the weight of the loaded 
passenger coaches which produce the heaviest axle loads which far 
outweigh the load produced by the locomotive. 
 

8.1.3   The list is not exhaustive, there may well be sizes provided by other 
manufacturers, particularly in alloy, which are close approximations of 
those quoted. In suggesting the following, HMRI has in mind commercial 
or club tracks – it is appreciated that many garden layouts may well be 
able to use lighter rails. 
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Gauge Sleeper Sizes 

(Length x width x depth) 
Minimum Rail Weight/Size 

5” light 10” x 1.1/8” x 7/8” Steel – 2lb/yd (1kg/m) 
Alloy – 5/8”H x 5/8”B x 3/8”HD 
(16mmH x 16mmB x 8.5mmHD) 

   
5” heavy 
7¼” light 

10” x 1.1/8” x 7/8” 
14” x 1.3/8” x 7/8” 

Steel – 3.6 or 4lb/yd (2kg/m) 
Alloy – 5/8”H x 5/8”B x 3/8”HD 
(16mmH x 16mmB x 8.5mmHD) 

   
7¼” medium 14” x 1½” x 1.1/8” Steel – 3.76lb/yd (1.87kg/m) 

Alloy – 1.3/32”H x 15/16”B x 1/2”HD 
(27mmH x 24mmB x 13mmHD) 

   
7¼” heavy 
9½” light 
10¼” light 

14” x 1½” x 1.1/8” 
19” x 2” x 2” 
20” x 2” x 2” 

Steel – 9lb/yd (4kg/m) 
Alloy – 1¼” x 1.5/8”B x 5/8”HD 
(32mmH x 35mmB x 13mmHD) 

   
9½” heavy 
10¼” medium 

24” x 4” x 3” Steel – 12lb/yd or 13½ lb/yd or 14lb/yd 
(5.5kg/m or 6kg/m) 

   
10¼” heavy 
12” light 

24” x 5” x 3½” Steel 20lb/yd (9kg/m) 

 
 
Note:     Sleeper pitch (the distance between sleeper centres) would be dependent 

upon rail material, the footprint of the sleeper and the resultant ground 
pressure. The recommended pitches vary from 4¼” for 5” gauge alloy 
track, 6” for 7¼” to 24” for 12” gauge steel rail. As a general rule, 
steel rail can be laid with larger pitches than alloy. However, the 
wheelbase of any stock (or its bogies) should not be less than ¾ of the 
pitch to avoid overloading the rail. Sleepers should be pitched so that 
they are immediately on each side of a fishplated joint to minimise the 
risk of dipped joints. The cutting and drilling of rail is best kept to 
a minimum. Rails must NOT be cut by gas torch. 
 

8.1.4      Raised Tracks – Raised tracks would not be laid in ballast, but fixed to 
concrete pillars or sturdy trestles (portable) otherwise the above 
comments apply. Any facing connections or removable sections should be 
secured in position, and only removed after precautions taken for on- 
coming trains. If possible they should have an anti tip device, 
particularly at stations where passengers might inadvertently stand on 
one footboard in order to alight. 
 

8.1.5      Jubilee and Temporary Tracks – Some manufacturers produce a version of 
what is sometimes known as “Jubilee Track”, ie preformed track panels 
complete with fixings and sleepers made in shaped galvanised steel or 
aluminium. Inspectors should see that it has been laid in accordance 
with the manufacturers instructions and that it is appropriate for the 
weight of the trains operated. Portable tracks should be on a suitably 
level site, achieved with a minimum of packing. “Out and back” tracks 
should avoid downward slopes at the ends, and be fitted with adequate 
buffer stops. 
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8.1.6      Steel Bar – Some small railways use steel bar either with small plates 

welded on to provide fixing points or mounted on chairs. It is less 
durable than rail, and should be checked frequently. HMRI suggest that 
it is only really suitable for lightweight 7¼” railways and smaller and 
not recommended for heavily used or commercial layouts. 

 

8.2        Super-elevation – The object of super-elevating or canting a curve is to 
balance the overturning moment with gravity, to load both rails equally. 
The super-elevation or cant should be appropriate to the speed of the  
trains, and since MRs in parks ought not to be operating above 6 – 8 mile/h, 
there should be little or no need for cant, particularly if narrow gauge 
outline locomotives are used, which have a higher centre of gravity. If 
any cant is used, it ought not to exceed 1 in 24. The “twist” (ie the rate 
of change of cant), must not exceed 1 in 300. 

 

8.2.1     Radii of Curves – The aim should be to provide as large radius curves as 
possible, since reduced radii results in increased rail and wheel wear 
and reduces the capacity. The minimum acceptable radius of curved track 
varies with the type of stock used and the speed at which it is operated. 
Eg on 7¼” track a small 0-4-2T locomotive based on an industrial quarry 
locomotive with a 8” (200mm) fixed wheelbase, can operate slowly over 
curves of 15’ (94.5m radius), a long locomotive modelled on a standard 
(main line) gauge freight design, eg a 2-8-0 could have a 2’6” (750mm) 
fixed wheelbase would require a minimum radius of 50’ (15m) with greater 
desirable to avoid undue wear on the flanges and track. 
 

8.2.2     Passenger carrying stock, despite having relatively small wheelbase 
bogies, is sensitive to curves, particularly the “sit-astride” types used 
on some ground level tracks, which have a high centre of gravity when 
loaded. If small radius curves are unavoidable, the railway should only 
use small locomotives and short coaches so that the centre and end throw 
is kept to a minimum. 
 

8.2.3     Because of these different factors, it is difficult to provide a precise 
formula for calculating a safe minimum radius to be used on a curve. 
However, HMRI suggest as a very general guide, that the combination of 
stock size to line curvature should aim to achieve a minimum radius curve 
of at least 20 X maximum fixed wheelbase. 
 

8.2.4     Gauge Widening – It is common to widen the gauge of the track slightly as 
a means to ease the curves; eg 1/8” on 7¼” and pro rata for other gauges. 

 

8.3        Sleepers – These can be made of (i) wood, (ii) metal, usually 
steel or aluminium or (iii) concrete. 

 

8.3.1     If wood is used, pressure creosoted softwood or jarrah or keruing are 
recommended, as they are less prone to rot (although other forms of 
treatment may be equally durable). Wood sleepers have depth to grip the 
ballast, and are also more resilient and this tend to give a smoother 
ride. 

 

8.3.2     If metal sleepers are used, they should be pressed or shaped to be rigid 
and strong, and give good grip on the ballast. Steel sleepers, unless 
galvanised, will be prone to rust and should therefore be regularly 
inspected by the operator. They are more difficult to tamp or pack 
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properly than wood or concrete. Simple steel bars would be less strong, 
and since they would not grip the ballast, would give rise to the track 
distortions. They are only suitable for the small raised layouts where 
they are bolted direct to the trestles and no ballast is used. 
 

8.3.3     Reinforced concrete sleepers are expensive, but are resistant to rot and 
rust. HMRI is not aware of their use on MRs. If used, it is necessary 
to inspect them periodically for damage causing the reinforcing rods to 
be exposed. 

 

8.4       Fishplates – These are the fastenings between the rails. 
 

8.4.1    Design – They should have at least four bolts, the correct profile in 
order to prevent dipping joints and be well greased to facilitate rail 
expansion without buckling. Where possible fish bolts and nuts should be 
shakeproof, and must not be overtightened. Some manufacturers use 
stainless steel bolts and nyloc nuts for fishplates as they can be 
tightened to “just tight” which allows the rails to move easily within 
the plates. 

 

8.4.2    General – For small rail sizes, it is recommended to countersink the 
inner fish plates to allow for deep wheel treads. Expansion fishplates 
are not usually effective in gauges 7¼” and below, where the railway is 
laid in ballast. The only places where they can be used is where a  
siding complex or station platforms restrain the tack. Some temporary 
layouts do not use fish plates and fish bolts, but use clips to join one 
panel of track to another. This is not acceptable for a permanent layout. 
 

8.4.3    Bar rail – Expansion fishplates cannot be used when steel bar is used for 
rail as the friction grip principle has to be used at the fishplates; 
resort has then to be made to welded joints and expansion switches. 

 

8.5       Rail-Fixings – Those available include (i) Coach Screws, (ii) Nuts and 
bolts, (iii) Dogspikes, (iv) Chairs and (v) welding.. 

 

8.5.1    Coach screws should preferably be combined with a rail clip, thick clamp 
plate or “mudwing” washer to hold the rail firmly. The use of galvanised 
screws with a round cut threads is recommended. Screws can be applied 
directly to the rail flange, but this arrangement is really only suitable 
for lighter rails (under 9lbs/yard). In all cases the rail must be  
adequately secured. The following sizes are recommended by some 
manufacturers: 
 

Light rail with zinc plated steel No 10 x ¾” round woodscrews, Medium 
and Heavy with zinc plated steel No 16 x 25mm mushroom head screws. 
 

8.5.2    On metal sleepers, nuts and bolts are normally used in conjunction with 
rail clips. With prefabricated track panels, manufacturers either weld 
the rails to the sleepers (steel) or form clips in the sleepers 
(aluminium) which are clamped to the base of the rail. Fixings should be  
regularly inspected and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
instructions. Steel rail welded to steel sleepers has been found to be 
satisfactory, and to remain correct to gauge. 
 

8.5.3    Dogspikes are often used with timber sleepers. They need to be regularly 
inspected to ensure they are not becoming loose. 
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8.5.4    Chairs are occasionally used in conjunction with bullhead rail. The rail 

is secured to the chair with wooden keys. This type of fastening has to 
be checked regularly, particularly in warm weather when the wooden keys 
shrink and work loose. Regular checks are also needed in vandal prone 
areas. 
 

8.6       Ballast – The object of ballast is to provide (a) a firm anchorage for 
the track, and (b) adequate drainage. Sufficient ballast should be used 
both in depth and width and laid on a firm base, with the sleeper 
shoulder well covered to achieve (a). It is useful to provide some form 
of ballast restraint, eg boards or polythene sheet, to prevent 
contamination of the ballast by surrounding soil. New crushed 
granite or limestone is preferred; ash has been used successfully; sea 
dredged aggregates are not particularly effective in these small sizes. 
To achieve (b) the ballast must be clean, used ballast should be well 
screened to remove impurities, which would adversely affect the drainage 
and its efficiency. 
 

8.7       Turnouts or Points 
 

8.7.1    Unless point blades are fully “home” there is a risk of derailment. 
Facing point locks are required on railways of 2’ gauge and above, but 
are difficult to reproduce on 15” gauge or smaller railways. Facing 
points on the mainline of a railway should be kept to a minimum, and 
signalled to give a route indication. 
 

8.7.2    Where the points are not interlocked with the signalling, there should be 
a means of clearly establishing that the point blade is fully “home”, eg 
the use of a weighted lever with a target disc behind or a vandal proof 
means of electric detection. Some operators prefer not to use levers 
with target discs, because of the incidence of vandalism. If they are 
not used, the operation of the railway must provide that the train slows 
to a speed which would enable it to stop on the approach to a facing 
point and that the driver is responsible for checking that it is set 
safely. Hand operated point switches can be driven by a spring loaded 
toggle mechanism and power operated switches can be driven via a spring, 
to ensure that the blades do not return fully “home”. 
 

8.7.3    Some small railways use spring loaded points or weighted levers at 
turning and passing loops. They enable the train to run into a station, 
the locomotive to be detached and run round the train, without the need 
for staff to be available to switch the points. There is a risk with 
this type that the blades might not be fully “home”, perhaps due to 
children putting stones in the track, or even due to wear on the spring. 
The driver has to be responsible for seeing that they are safely set in 
the correct direction, or that trailing points are free to move, when he 
approaches them. 
 

8.7.4    Long bladed points (ie with a large radius curve) are preferred for 
passenger operation. Care needs to be taken with industrial or tramway 
type stub or hinged blades as they can give too jerky a turn with the 
attendant risk of derailment. If stub points are used, they must have 
positive locations to ensure correct alignment of the moving rails to the 
fixed rails 
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9          LOCOMOTIVES AND ROLLING STOCK 
 

9.1       Locomotives –  
Power – Locomotives for these trains can be propelled by steam, 
petrol/diesel motors with hydraulic/hydrostatic/electrical/mechanical 
transmission, or battery electric. HMRI is aware of one or two amusement 
park rides electrically powered by 3rd rail, or by collecting current 
from two rail track through the wheels, but we would not regard this as 
satisfactory unless very low voltages were used, (48 volts or less). 
 

9.1.1    Boiler Safety – (a) All steam locomotive boilers with a pressure in 
excess of 0.5 bar above atmospheric pressure are subject to the 
requirements of the Pressure Systems and Transportable Gas Containers 
Regulations 1989. The purpose of these Regulations is to prevent the 
risk of serious injury from stored energy being released as the result of 
the failure of a pressure system or part thereof. Steam locomotives are 
deemed to be installed systems for the purposes of these Regulations. 
 

(b) The Regulations require that boilers are properly constructed and 
maintained. Boilers must at regular intervals by hydraulically tested to 
prove the integrity of the structure and steam tested to ensure that the 
safety valves and other fittings are working correctly. The Regulations 
require that adequate records of the tests are maintained, and that the 
tests are carried out by competent persons. 
 

(c) Although pressure systems which form part of a rail vehicle’s 
braking, control or suspension systems are exempted from this regulation, 
it is strongly recommended that operators should nevertheless have a  
similar regime for the testing and examination of such systems. 
 

(d) Detailed requirements and specifications have been prepared by 
several national organisations and railway companies/clubs, which provide 
useful guides regarding the methods of design, construction, maintenance 
and testing. Insurance companies dealing with pressure vessels will also 
be able to offer advice. The Health and Safety booklet HS(G) 29 
“Locomotive Boilers”, obtainable from the HSE, provides useful 
information. 
 

(e) The MR must have insurance to provide adequate cover for boiler 
explosion risks. No steam locomotive may be used in service unless it 
has been tested and has a current boiler certificate. 
 

9.1.2    Prevention of derailing – some narrow gauge outline locomotives have low 
buffer beams, or “derailing bars” to ensure as far as possible that they 
stay upright in the event of a derailment, but such fittings are less 
appropriate on a standard gauge outline locomotive, and probably less 
necessary as it would have a lower centre of gravity. 
 

9.1.3    Wheels – The wheelset profile and dimensions should be compatible with 
the track and particularly with the check rails at points and crossovers. 
 

9.1.4    Warning of Approach – All locomotives (or trains) must be fitted with a 
working whistle or other means of giving an audible warning of approach. 
Trains operating at night or in restricted visibility should display a 
white front lamp and a red rear lamp. 
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9.2       Brakes – HMRI recommends that an adequate braking system must be provided 
on both locomotives and passenger carrying rolling stock, which takes 
into account the location of the track, and is sufficient for the loaded 
train weight, normal speed, gradients and operating methods. 
 

9.2.1    Ideally, train brakes would be of the continuous automatic vacuum or 
compressed air type operating on the coaches and locomotives; capable of 
being worked from the locomotive by the driver, in emergency by the guard 
at the rear of the train or be applied automatically in the event of a 
division of the train. Brakes which are used as the normal “service 
brake” should be capable of being applied gradually to stop the train 
smoothly. 
 

9.2.2    Exceptionally, on lightweight (under 15cwt) trains a non-automatic brake 
of adequate power would be acceptable. If the train is not fixed 
formation, additional safety chains should be provided to make the train 
incapable of accidental division. Where very small locomotives (3½” or 
5” gauge) are used, it is more common to provide a “driving truck” which 
would be braked, rather than rely on the locomotive brakes. Where 
locomotive brakes or hand brakes under the control of the driver, are the 
only brakes fitted, operators must demonstrate they can stop their train 
in a reasonable distance under worst case conditions. 
 

9.2.2    The brakes should ideally act directly on to the wheels or on to axle 
mounted discs, as there is a risk with brakes acting on to the 
transmission that a transmission failure between the brake and the axle 
could render the brake ineffective. All locomotives should have a 
mechanical brake capable of holding it stationary on the maximum gradient 
of the line. A “parking” brake should also be provided on at least one  
coach in each set, capable of holding the set stationary while without a 
locomotive. 
 

9.2.3    Skid brakes that work on the rail rather than on part of the wheel set 
should not be used, as they can lift the train and derail it. Some 
designs are highly sensitive to the direction of travel. 
 

9.3       Coaches – The design of coaches varies considerably with the size of 
railway under consideration, ranging from “sit-astride” coaches on raised 
tracks and some smaller ground level layouts (5” and 7¼”), through trucks 
with boards for seats (7¼”), model coaches with chairs (7¼”), toastracks, 
either open or fitted with awnings (10¼”) to fully enclosed coaches on 
12” and larger railways. 
 

9.3.1    Coaches should be designed to be stable and prevent personal injury to 
the passengers. 
 

9.4       Couplings – The are a number of types in use, eg (a) loose chain, 
(b) three link with tensioning device, (c) automatic (eg buckeye), 
(d) combined buffer/couplings, (e) pin and bar. There well may be 
others 
 

9.4.1    On standard gauge railways, the stock design and the layout are such that 
stock is held together firmly in all circumstances, eg push or pull 
operation, and even in collision situations. The arrangements generally 
include two side mounted buffers, and automatic coupling, or a three link 
chain with tensioning device (a drop link or a screw tensioner). These 
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arrangements, though ideal, are not always achievable in miniature, due 
to the extremely tight curves sometimes used. A train which was tightly 
coupled on the straight, would be liable to break the coupling or cause 
the buffers to go solid and even derail a coach on a bend. Consequently, 
many miniature railways use a loose chain, an arrangement which is not 
acceptable on standard gauge, as it does not restrain the coaches and 
imparts shocks when starting and stopping. This problem is not so great 
in miniature railways, but it is not an ideal arrangement. Scale screw 
couplings are not really strong enough. 
 

9.4.2    On narrow gauge railways which have tight curves, a centre mounted 
combined coupling/buffer is normally used. This is sometimes used on 
miniature railways, and is to be commended. The disadvantage is that 
unless fitted properly, eg with the pivot point within the wheelbase of 
the bogie and/or the coupling fitted with a spring loaded restraining 
device, they can be difficult to couple/uncouple on bends or jack-knife 
when propelling round curves. In a derailment where the stock remained 
upright, they would hold the train together, but if a particularly top 
heavy item such as the locomotive were to overturn, it could pull the 
coaches with it. 
 

9.4.3    Pin and bar is a simple way of holding stock together where frequent 
coupling and uncoupling is not required, as coupling involves manually 
holding the bar in place, while the locomotive backs on to it. Bars can 
be used to couple individual coaches of a fixed formation set, while a 
more suitable coupling is used on the end coaches only. The pin should 
have a retaining pin through the bottom to prevent accidental or 
unauthorised uncoupling. The use of pin and bar couplings has been known 
to result in derailments when coaches have been propelled or pushed round 
curves. To reduce the risk of this happening, the pivot for the bar can 
be within the wheelbase of the end bogies. This type of coupling can 
also lead to derailment of several coaches if one heavy item were to 
overturn. 
 

9.4.4    The use of safety chains or links (chains or links additional to the main 
coupling) can sometimes avoid a train dividing even when the main 
coupling fails. They must be used to couple a locomotive to its tender 
(or driving vehicle). 
 

9.4.5    Where mixed gauge trains are used, there should be arrangements to 
properly align the buffers or buffing plates. The coupling bars or 
chains should be aligned parallel to the track. 
 

10        GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE LINE 
See Appendices A – C for diagrams of clearances etc. 
 

10.1.1  Clearances – Inspectors should ensure that clearances are such that 
foolhardy passengers cannot reach out and strike an object, also that 
there is room for staff working on the line to stand in safety. For new 
railways HMRI recommend 1.0m from the side of the widest coach or 
locomotive for bridges, tunnel walls etc and 1.2m between the sides of 
the widest stock on adjacent tracks on 7¼” and below, and 1.5m for larger 
gauges. (For this purpose, it is assumed that the minimum size of stock is 650mm 
wide, ie the width of a large person). It may be necessary to 
permit occasional objects – eg signal posts – to be placed nearer than 
this, and suggest a minimum of 600mm from the side of the widest coach or 
locomotive 
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10.1.2  On existing railways, it should not be necessary for operators to bring 

clearances up to the standards in this Note retrospectively, unless the 
clearances are grossly inadequate, or an accident has occurred. Where 
the clearances are marginally less than recommended in this Note, 
operators should provide adequate warnings. 
 

10.2     Fencing – If the line is in an area to which the public, particularly 
children, have access, adequate fencing may be necessary, especially 
around stations and areas where there are likely to be flows of 
pedestrians. Ideally, the minimum should be post and 5 wire, 1.25m high, 
but if it is necessary to meet environmental objections from the local 
council, 750mm high fencing may be used. In busy areas fences should be 
impenetrable by small children. Clearances of at least 1.624 m from the 
side of the widest stock are preferable for the larger railways, but 1m 
would be adequate for 7¼” and smaller ones. For portable tracks, the 
plastic fencing used at roadworks (eg Netlon) has proved suitable. 
 

10.3     Over-bridges and Embankments – Where the line is constructed on an 
embankment, or uses overbridges, adequate walkways (boarded on bridges) 
should be provided on each side of the track to allow detrainment in the 
event of a breakdown, and to prevent a coach overturning if derailed. 
HMRI suggest 1.2m is allowed each side measured from the sides of the 
widest stock. On bridges, a handrail 750mm high should be provided. 
 

10.4     Under-bridges and Tunnels – In these, standing headroom, ie at least 2 m 
from floor level should be provided both for the safety of passengers, 
should it be necessary to detrain, and for the for the safety of the 
staff, when working on the line. HMRI suggest also that in tunnels and 
cuttings, clearance of 1.0m each side of the widest stock on the line be 
provided to allow for detrainment, and to prevent children touching the 
walls. Only on existing railways, where this is not achievable, adequate 
warnings must be given instead. It must be remembered that if a tunnel, 
overbridge or cutting is of reduced dimensions no safety margin is 
offered in the event of a derailment. 
 

10.5     Stations - 
 

10.5.1  Dimensions – HMRI recommend that platforms should be at least 2m wide. 
Where the layout permits separate loading and unloading platforms, or 
there is a barrier system to allow passengers leaving the train to clear 
the platform first, the platform width may be reduced. HMRI would 
suggest a minimum of 1.5m to avoid conflict between those still alighting 
and those who have alighted and are already on the platform. 
 

10.5.2  For ground level tracks, platforms should either be low, ie level with 
the top of the rails, or high, ie level with the floor of the carriages. 
There should be a horizontal clearance of 50mm between the sides of the 
widest vehicle and the edge of the platform. Platforms should not be 
higher than the floor level of the train. Where there are platform 
heights between 0 and 300mm above rail level, there is a risk that 
passengers might stand in the gap between train and platform. Therefore 
HMRI would recommend that for 7¼” and smaller, platforms should be “low”, 
particularly where sit-astride vehicles are used. For raised tracks the 
platform should pass beneath the track without break and not be more than 
70mm below foot-board height. 
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10.5.3  Construction – Platforms should have non-slip surfaces and have 

straight platform faces. Gated barriers should be provided to permit a 
system of operation restricting the number of passengers be allowed onto 
the loading platform at any one time. This should be equal to the number 
of available seats. Terminal stations, and stations where coupling and 
uncoupling takes place, should not be on a gradient exceeding 1 in 260. 
 

10.6     Level Crossings – Level crossings (LC), both of footpaths and roads 
should be avoided if at all possible and alternative means of crossing 
the line provided. If it is necessary to provide them, there should be 
some form of protection, the extent of which would depend on the 
potential for conflict. Where there is a LC of a (public) highway or 
road to which vehicles driven by the public have access, it will be 
necessary for the operator to have a Railway Order under section 1 of the 
Transport and Works Act 1992. Under section 52 of that Act, where there 
is a LC over a private road, the operator may erect signs or barriers, 
and the Secretary of State may direct the operator to erect them. In 
either case, the HMRI would be directly involved in approving the 
arrangements, which would be based on those in the Requirements. A 
railway operator, planning a line with a public crossing, should consult 
HMRI at an early stage. 
 

10.6.1  Open Crossings – At a lightly used Footpath LC warning signs, whistle 
boards and a train speed restriction may suffice. The basic criterion 
for the sdafe use of such LCs must be that the warning time available to 
users of the crossing must exceed the time required to cross the railway. 
Ungated LCs should be restricted to the passage of one train every 2 
minutes regardless of the number of tracks and the direction of the 
trains. Children may be caught between adjacent tracks if more than one 
train at a time is allowed across an ungated crossing. Ungated LC’s 
should only be permitted where less than 100 members of the public cross 
per hour. Some MRs man their crossings when large crowds are present but 
not at other times. Approaches should not be obscured by vegetation. 

 

10.6.2  Signalled Crossings – Some railways provide road traffic signals, 
loosely based on those prescribed in the Traffic Signs Regulations and 
General Directions 1981 activated by approaching trains. Such 
arrangements provide warning, but are not foolproof if there are large 
crowds, including children. LC’s with warning lights must have the 
lights switched on as a train approaches and switched off immediately the 
train clears the crossing. Unoperated, continuously flashing lights etc 
are unhelpful and confusing to the public. 

 

11.       WORKSHOPS 
 

11.1     Workshops are required to be inspected in accordance with the Health and 
Safety at Work legislation and must be “registered” and comply with 
Sections 137(1), 175(2) (f), (k) and (m), and 175(3) of the Factories Act 
(FA) 1961. 
 

11.2     Machinery, even where “vintage” and/or second hand, must be properly 
guarded and be equipped with readily operated and efficient means of 
stopping the machine in an emergency. Information on the guarding of 
machinery can be found in the Approved Code of Practice BS 5304: 1988. 
Woodworking machinery must be equipped, maintained and operated in 
accordance with the Woodworking Machines Regulations 1974. 
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11.3     All electrical equipment must conform to the requirements of the 

Electricity at Work Regulations 1989. It is strongly recommended that 
hand power tools and hand lamps operate on 110 volt circuits using 
suitable transformers, whilst any 230/240 volt single phase sockets 
should be protected by Residual Current Devices (RCDs), sometimes 
referred to as Earth Leakage Circuit Breakers (ELCBs). 
 

11.4     The Highly Flammable Liquids & Liquified Petroleum Gases Regulations 1972 
set out the requirements for the safe storage of flammables such as 
paint, thinners, solvents and LP gases. 
 

11.5     Abrasive wheels must conform to and be operated in accordance with the 
Abrasive Wheels Regulations 1970, whilst the Protection of Eyes 
Regulations 1974 set the standard to be achieved for the provision and 
use of goggles, visors and face masks etc. 
 

11.6     Adequate testing and ventilation is important if oxy/gas burning is 
undertaken in confined spaces and care should be taken to avoid oxygen 
enrichment of the atmosphere which can greatly fuel combustion. Burning 
equipment must be regularly inspected by a competent person and 
maintained in a safe and efficient condition. 
 

11.7     All chains, ropes and lifting tackle must be tested, registered and 
inspected in accordance with Section 26 of the Factories Act 1961 – 
records of inspection, at 6 monthly intervals, must be maintained. 
Cranes and lifting machines must be examined by a competent person at 
least once every 14 months and details of this examination must be kept 
in the prescribed register. 
 

11.8     In case of any doubt on any of these matters or anything concerning the 
safety of staff and volunteers working in workshops connected with MRs, 
it is strongly recommended that reference be made to the local HSE Area 
Office for advice. 
 

12        OPERATIONS 
 

12.1     Operating Rules 
 

A railway, other than a simple one man operation, should have operating 
rules to provide for the safe operation of the railway; setting out the 
duties of individual staff. They should name staff who are responsible 
for various safety functions, and those who are “passed” for various 
duties, especially drivers, guards and signalmen. They should also 
specify who is authorised to pass out staff, when tested and when due for 
refresher testing. The rules should be appropriate to the railway, ie 
not overcomplex, and easy to understand by both regular staff and 
volunteers. Inspectors should see that the rules are both practical, and 
practised. 
 

12.2     Staffing 
 

There should be sufficient staff available to ensure the safety of 
operations. Where there is any sort of organisation, there should be a 
designated person in charge of any MR while operating, who is responsible 
for ensuring that proper operating practices are carried out and who has 
the authority to prevent the continuation of any bad practice. 
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12.2.1  Traincrew – Obviously there needs to be a driver, who should be well 

trained and competent. HMRI suggests a minimum age of 18 for a driver of 
trains when the public are present, even if not riding. Drivers should 
remain at the controls and be alert for any signals or obstructions. 
HMRI would strongly recommend a guard both to oversee the safety of the 
train, and to control any potentially unruly passengers, who will be out 
of sight of the driver. The guard should be seated in a position to 
easily see the full length of the train, and be able to stop it in an 
emergency. Some MRs have found it useful to provide the crew with 
radios. A guard needs to be competent and mature enough to deal with 
unruly passengers, again HMRI recommends a minimum age of 18. Some 
commercial railways do not carry guards – but this is placing a double 
responsibility on the driver, both to control the train and the behaviour 
of his passengers. Where there is not a guard, the driver should see 
passengers are properly seated, and on pulling away must see the train is 
complete and following safely. 
 

12.2.2  Station Staff – On a busy layout there needs to be platform staff to 
supervise the loading of passengers, especially children. A commercial 
layout cannot normally afford these extras, and the traincrew have to see 
to this as well. 
 

13.3     Signalling and Communications 
 

13.3.1  Any railway, which has more than one train in operation, needs a system 
to ensure that they do not have conflicting movements. Some form of 
signalling, staff system or radio control, as recommended by the 7¼” 
Gauge Society is preferable. The signal system should be as simple as 
possible, commensurate with the safe operation of the railway. Again a 
minimum age of 18 for signalmen is recommended. 
 

13.3.2  Train driving “on line of sight” is only suitable for very low speed 
operations on simple loop circuits. The speed must be regulated so that 
the driver can stop within his sightline. 
 

13.4     Operation of locomotives 
 

13.4.1  Spare locomotives, fuel and equipment should be kept away from public 
access. Operations such as using a blower to raise steam, dropping the 
fire and blowing down boilers should be carried out carefully in areas 
away from the public. Care must be taken to avoid risk of injury to 
other staff and to avoid fire, particularly on temporary layouts in 
buildings which were not designed for use by steam locomotives. 
 

13.4.2  Refuelling of diesel and petrol locomotives must be kept away from both 
the public and from areas where steam locomotives are being prepared or 
are in operation. 
 

 

 
A Cooksey 
Deputy Chief Inspecting Officer 
    of Railways 

24th August 1992 
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